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Abstract: In present days non-conventional machining method plays an incredible role in producing industries. To attain the
extremely correct, finished product with smart quality and to create the complex shapes, non-conventional machining like discharge
machining (EDM) is employed to face up to the competition and to fulfill the stress within the trade. The parts of automotive industry,
aerospace and surgical instruments can be finished by Electrical discharge machining. The target of this venture is to enhance the
machining parameters in kick the die sinking EDM with a specific end goal to capable the best parameter to get the high MRR and low
Surface Roughness (SR). In present the work piece is AISI 316 stainless steel material and Copper terminal with 9.9mm distance across
are utilized to direct the trials by differing the control variables, for example, Discharge current (Ip), Pulse on time (Ton) and Duty cycle
(%).Process reactions, for example, MRR and SR are resolved for each test run. With a base measure of experimentation Taguchi's L9
orthogonal exhibit (OA) is utilized to consider the reaction of control variables with fluctuating levels in commercial tool MINITAB 17.
To get the improved results independently for process reactions, Taguchi single objective advancement is utilized. Grey Taguchi multi
objective improvement method is utilized to focus the mix of ideal levels of control components.
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1. Introduction
EDM is among the earliest un conventional manufacturing
process, having a beginning 50 years prior in a basic die
sinking application. Any individual who has ever seen what
happens when an electrical discharge strikes the ground will
have a reasonable thought of the procedure of EDM. For a
few decades, Electrical discharge machining (EDM) has
been an essential assembling procedure for the instrument,
mold, what's more, bite the dust commercial enterprises. It is
currently progressively utilized inferable from its capacity to
create geometrically complex shapes, too as its capacity to
machine hard materials that are to a great degree hard to
machine utilizing routine procedures. The anode is moved
around the work piece until the hole is sufficiently little so
that the awed voltage is sufficiently awesome to ionize the
dielectric. Brief time releases are produced in a dielectric
crevice, which isolates device and work piece. In spite of the
fact that EDM is not influenced by material hardness and
quality, it is much slower in examination with different
preprocesses. To accelerate the procedure, a higher electrical
Current release is needed, however simultaneously, the
dimensional exactness and surface harshness of the item then
turns out to be more terrible. The world market in the shape
and bite the dust produce industry has get to be progressively
focused. To meet necessities like short conveyance,
excellent, and ease, the EDM framework must have the
abilities of rapid, high exactness, and process strength. A
Taguchi element test methodology is effective in building up
a strong procedure plan with numerous quality attributes.
Subsequently, the primary target of this study is an endeavor
to apply the Taguchi dynamic strategy to enhance the EDM
machining process for strength, high productivity, and high
item dimensional

3. Experimental Setup
The fig shows EDM machine experimental setup

Figure : EDM

2. EDM Process Flow chart
The following fig shows the process parameters and process
responses of EDM.
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5.1 Material Removal Rate
It is the ratio of weight loss of the work piece plate before
and after machining to machining time.

Figure: Spark produced between tool and work piece during
machining

4. Selection of Tool and Work piece Material

5.2 Surface Roughness
By using Mitutoyo Talysurf electronic device we can
calculate surface roughness (Ra) values.

4.1 Work piece Material:
a. AISI 316 Stainless steel

The dimensions of the work piece were 316 SS size 150mm
 58mm  12mm plate. Grade of SS 316 is a high chromium
(16%to18%)steel alloy with high degree of corrosion
resistance, hardness, strength and possesses magnetic
property.

Figure: Mituyo Talysurf Equipment
Table: SS316 experimental results for MRR and SR

4.2 Tool Material
b. Copper electrode

While selecting tool material, it should not undergo much
tool wear when it is impinged by positive ions. For
machining of complex shapes, the tool should be easily
workable.

6. Grey Taguchi Method
The following fig shows steps of Grey Taguchi Method

5. Taguchi Technique
The taguchi technique was able to determine the levels and
control variables.L9orthogonal array by using design of
experiments.

Table: Levels of process parameters
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6.1 Normalization of Experimental results

6.3 Grey relational grade and order

The normalization of experimental results of MRR and SR.
Each value is normalized in the range of 0to 1.

By averaging the gray relative coefficients akin to the
performance characteristics, the gray relative grade is
calculated. By exploitation the gray relative grade, the multi
objective responses ar regenerate into single response.

Table: Grey relational grade and order

Table: Normalized data for MRR and SR

6.2 Grey Relation Coefficient

6.4 Response table for SR

The calculation of grey relational coefficient values for MRR
and SR.The following grey relation coefficient can be used
to calculate MRR and SR.

The average of each process parameters(Means and S/N
ratio) for each response at each level. In response tables,
ranks square measure allotted for method parameters
supported the delta values. The delta value is that the
distinction of highest and lowest average values of every
method parameter. The rank indicates the importance of
every issue on the response. The ranks and delta values
shows that Pulse on time have high result on MRR and SR
and is followed by Discharge current and duty cycle.
Table: Response table for grey relational grade(means)

Table: Grey relational coefficient for MRR and SR
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Table: Response table for grey relational grade(S/N ratios)

Figure: Main effect plot for Grey relational grade(S/N ratio)

6.5 Analysis of multi objective optimization:
ANOVA table was obtained by execute the Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) in Minitab17 tool. This analysis is
distributed for a significance level of α=0.05, i.e. for a
confidence level of 95%. Sources with a P-value but zero.05
were thought-about to own a statistically vital contribution to
the performance measures. and therefore the higher F-ratio
shows additional result and additional contribution of input
parameter on grade. The magnitude relation between the
mean sq. factors to the mean sq. errors is named F-ratio.
Table: ANOVA for Grey relational grade

It is observed that Pulse on time has the higher percentage of
contribution i.e. 36.89% on grade. And discharge current
(4.57%), duty cycle (4.29%) has no significant effect on
grade.

As grade implies „higher the better‟ kind response, it are
often seen from the most impact plots five.3 that the third
level of discharge current (D3), initial level of pulse on time
(E1) and second level of duty cycle (F2) provides highest
value of grade. The S/N quantitative relation plot (figure
five.4) additionally suggests constant best condition i.e.
D1E3F2 because the best optimal condition for getting most
MRR and minimum SR in EDM method.

7. Conclusion
In the earlier chapters, the consequences of process
parameters on process responses of the discharge machining
(EDM) method are mentioned and additionally best setting
of method parameters has been obtained for max MRR and
minimum SR individually at the same time. The vital
conclusions from this work square measure summarized as
follows:
 The optimum set of method parameters ar known for
achieving most MRR and minimum SR using Taguchi
technique is as follows:
 The optimum setting of for achieving most MRR is D3 E3
F3 i.e. discharge current of ten Amp, pulse on time of two
hundred μ sec and duty cycle of twelve the concerns.
 The optimum setting for achieving minimum SR is D1 E1
F1 i.e. discharge current of six Amp, pulse on time of a
hundred μ sec and duty cycle of ten the concerns.
 Grey Taguchi optimization technique is utilized to getting
most MRR and minimum SR at the same time. By
conducting analysis of variance, it may be determined that
Pulse on time is that the additional effecting parameter
compared to discharge current and duty cycle.
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